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Dave Addison flew in from Samoa for the conference, and here makes a point during his presentation.

"Silver Moai" awards were given out at the Medieval Banquet. Among the recipients were Grant McCall, Atholl Anderson, and Georgia Lee (the little moai were decorated with silver foil).

Cameras click at an excursion to visit several of Gotland’s numerous Viking sites. These huge and ancient stones form an impressive outline of a Viking ship.
Dr Leif Borgert, Rector of Gotland University, welcomed conference attendees at the opening session.

Juan Grau, of Chile, who never misses a meeting, talks things over at lunch with Joan Wozniak.

Charlie Love and Frank Morin discuss the moai roads.

Steve Fischer and Nicholas Cauwe sample the jungle-juice, er, oops, mead, at the great Viking village outing.

Dr Leif Borgert, Rector of Gotland University, welcomed conference attendees at the opening session.

The irrepressible Grant McCall peddling around Visby’s picturesque streets. What would the meetings be like without him? (not so much fun).

France’s Catherine Orliac clarifies a point in Paul Wallin’s session.
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EIF’s president, Dave Rose, thanked the Wallins, the University, and all, for a splendid meeting and great blow-out Medieval Banquet which featured, among other things, fire-twirling dancers.

Patrick Chapman, Maria Eugenia Santa Coloma, and José Miguel Ramirez, all engrossed in the latest technology.

Sonia Haoa Cardinale and Christopher Stevenson smile for the camera.

Paul Wallin and Helene Martinsson-Wallin greet conference attendees at the wonderful opening party, held at Gotland’s Fornsal Historical Museum. Aside from greeting old friends and meeting new ones, attendees were able to visit the museum’s treasures, including amazing heaps of Viking hoard.
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